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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Station Road, Borough Green I have no objection to the proposal.  Yes 
Station Road, Borough Green This will exacerbate the problem of very limited parking available. Many of the 

properties on the parking space side of the road have both front and rear access. 
The particular area has a very wide entrance which is rarely completely 
inaccessible.  

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Bell Lane, Burham This proposal would only serve to make the street and adjoining streets more 

congested particularly when parents pick up and drop off their children to the local 
school thus amplifying future problems elsewhere. 
It would be better if the school organized staggered drop off and pick up times for 
the children and perhaps let parents use the school car park.   
If there is an obstruction to the disabled parking bays surely extending the double 
yellow lines on the opposite side of the road directly opposite the bays would solve 
this problem and be a more cost effective solution. 
Also parents of the school children are unlikely to let a double yellow line stop them 
from parking  on it when picking up and dropping off children.  Perhaps educating 
the parents of parking safety and sensibly and driving safety on the street would be 
the most important approach. 

No 

Bell Lane, Burham I support the proposal as cars parked on the corners and curbs is dangerous and 
obstructs being able to view oncoming traffic. 
 
I am concerned that at school run times the double yellow lines will not stop anyone 
parking illegally- how will this be enforced? As we are on the corner of Bell Lane and 
Bell crescent cars park over our drive or anywhere on the corners where its not 
allowed so hope that this will improve. 

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton The proposed changes will only work if they are actually enforced. Many 

parents/guardians openly ignore the parking restrictions currently I place. 
Furthermore I would like to see some similar restrictions in place on the stream  
where the obstructive parking frequently (as  in twice a day) blocks the road to both 
cars on the road and pushchairs on the pavement, forcing adults with small children 
to run a gauntlet with moving and parked cars which is not fun with a toddler. 

Yes 

New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton The lines proposed for Cherry Orchard are insufficient. The lines would make the 
road safer if were on both sides and finishing at the same point. This is a blind 
corner which ever way you are travelling and parking on either side is dangerous as 
you just can’t see.  There is already parking all the time on the right as you come 
into CO.  These vehicles do not belong to residents, we have lorries parked there 
half on the grass and half on the road, there is a utilities van there parked most days 
also.  The current proposal would just allow the vehicles to park further into CO on 
the bend. In the interests of safety for all,  lines on both sides would be the safest 
option. 
 
Thank you [REDACTED] 

No 

New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton Please see separate email sent to parking.office @tmbc.gov.Uk - ref DD/590/04. Yes 
New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton Our objection is regarding the possible Cherry Orchard parking restrictions.  We 

agree with your proposals for the left side of Cherry Orchard as you come into the 
road. We do not agree with the restrictions on the right of Cherry Orchard as you 
come into the road and feel that there should still be parking on the strait part of this 
road from the entrance as this poses no problem to traffic. However we would prefer 
to have restrictions to cover the whole of the bend on the same side of the road  to 
correspond with the possible restriction on the opposite side.  

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton Parking space will be lost in our already congested close,  meaning park where? 

 
Too many spaces will be lost across village, with no church parking for 
wedding/funerals!! Utter stupidity. 
 
We don't need this unnecessary expenditure in these trying times. 
  

No 

New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton the current situation causes traffic calming and makes it safer for children going to 
school and yellow lines in cherry orchard are totally unnecessary 

No 

New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton I object to the proposal of double yellow lines opposite my property.  The parking is 
already limited for the residents living here   . Which makes life hard enough  with 
young children  . 

No 

New Road & Cherry Orchard, Ditton I support the proposal provided they are monitored correctly but if it's like the double 
yellow lines that are on the junction of Woodlands road and new road where cars 
are parked all the time and nothing is done there is no point putting the lines in  

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Swallow Road & Oriole Way, 
Larkfield 

very dangerous corner cars travelling to fast coming down swallow road ,can not see  
with all the cars parked there to get out of oriole way ,its a wonder no ones had 
accident before especially children crossing to and and fro  from school.plus elderly 
residents who live here. 

Yes 

Swallow Road & Oriole Way, 
Larkfield 

I would be delighted if yellow lines were placed as per the map. I mentioned that this 
should happen to Trudy Dean sometime ago. The parking on that corner is atrocious 
and am greatly surprised there has not been a bad accident there, nearly but not 
quite. Because of the parking cars coming up Oriole Way have to be extremely 
careful edging out into Swallow Road. 

Yes 

Swallow Road & Oriole Way, 
Larkfield 

The parking on the left hand side of the junction as you come out of Oriole Way into 
Swallow Road has been dangerous for some time. When turning left you have to 
inch out as there is zero visibility when pulling out because of the parked vehicles. It 
is only because people take such care pulling round that there hasn't been any 
accidents that I'm aware of. We have even witnessed cars parked on the give way 
markings on the left hand side. 

Yes 

Swallow Road & Oriole Way, 
Larkfield 

This junction has been dangerous for some time. There haven't been any accidents 
to my knowledge but that is only because drivers turning left from Oriole Way into 
Swallow Road are particularly careful and inch their way out because there is zero 
visibility. I have even seen cars parked on the white give way lines. 

Yes 

Swallow Road & Oriole Way, 
Larkfield 

  Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Wyvern Close, Snodland I strongly object to the proposed idea of permit parking. As a rule the parking here 

isn't a problem and the yellow line as a rule deters the school parents parking. The 
yellow line is sufficent. Wyvern is a quiet road and this permit will cause us problems 
on the odd occasion our familys need to park out side our houses. 
 
Parking in this road is really not a problem. 

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Gorham Drive, Tonbridge We would very much welcome the proposed changes as the parking situation has 

become dangerous with so many local workers using the roads as a car park ! We 
don’t have a drive way and cannot park outside our own house.  
 
My mother who we live with is also disabled so on the occasion she needs patient 
transportation or to be taken out in the car this is made extremely difficult by the 
amount of vehicles parked here all day !      

Yes 

Gorham Drive, Tonbridge I do not wish to support this proposal becauseI have 2 car in my household.  No 
Gorham Drive, Tonbridge All you are doing is moving the problem to different streets. One effect of the 

Somerville Drive restrictions is an increased number of cars parking on Woodgate 
Way. The safety implications of lines of cars parking on a national speed limit road 
need to be considered before pushing more cars there. 
 
The cars causing the issue are people who work in the Post Office  Hildenborough 
Volvo and Urbaser amongst others. 
 
Put more restrictions on Gorham Drive and they will go elsewhere and cause more 
problems.  
 
If you believe you will force them onto public transport or cycles then you are 
seriously deluded. 

No 

Gorham Drive, Tonbridge I am a [REDACTED] that relies on my daughter and daily carers for almost 
everything . 6 out of 7 days they are finding it almost impossible to park anywhere 
near my house and cannot access the drive because of inconsiderate drivers.  

Yes 

Gorham Drive, Tonbridge   Yes 
Gorham Drive, Tonbridge We have been trying for this for years we are very much in support. 

 
The parking is disgraceful no consideration for the residents.I have had a car parked 
partially across my drive making it near impossible to get off my own drive.They park 
on the pavement and on corners making it dangerous for other road users.And they 

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
dispose of their litter out of their cars  as soon as they park up,making our road look 
very uncared for 

Gorham Drive, Tonbridge   Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge I don't believe we have major problem and this will not help residents in the street 

where visitors come during the week that have limited parking facilities.   
No 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge Very happy with the proposals Yes 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge In principle I support the plans as I have just been in touch with one of my local 

council members who was unaware of this.  I do think however that the permit 
parking should be reduced to two single hours ie 8.30-9.30 am and say 1.00-2.00 
pm.  This would stop the day parking by non-residents and would also reflect similar 
restrictions in the other roads in the area. 

Yes 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge As a Treetops resident I am concerned that those looking for free parking will try and 
park at the turning bay end of Treetops. There has already been issues around the 
parking in this area. I think it would be better to have permit parking for the whole 
road, similar to the green residents. ie. Mon-Fri 9.30am -10.30am and 1-2pm and 
NOT the suggested times of 8.30am-6.30pm.  

No 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge I am against the proposed changes as it would encourage more parking in the 
unrestricted part of Treetops. 
 
If it is decided to go ahead with the proposals it would be better to have restrictions 
in the whole of Treetops with parking for permit holders available made available to 
all residents of Treetops 

No 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge Quiet happy with the proposal as Treetops generally doesn’t have a parking space 
even for a single guest.  

Yes 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge Not all addresses have space to make a drive so they  therefore have to park on the 
road, if people do and they have gardens and they then chose to make a drive, 
reducing the number of gardens, plaunts, grass and fauna will have an effect on the 
ozone layer, it will alo prevent personel who require a motor vehicle for their  job  
from parking and carrying out their job such as British gas or will cause double 
parking or parking on pavements 

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge I realy need you to consider the knock on effect to those living at the bottom of 

treetops . I.e. 19, 11,13,15,17, even though I appreciate it would be right going 
forward but I have grave concerns of people Parking in the turning circle this 
blocking access to no 11,13,15,17,. 
 
We have discussed this before but unfortunately the application failed . 
 
Since then I have had two delivery vehicles Sainsbury's, Ocado , have not the 
bollard which I placed to protect my car.     If you go forward pleAse p!ease please 
put yellow lines as previously discussed rather than just the existing white line . 
Andy sir your enforcement officers have given out parking tickets when they have 
caught culprits but it's still happens . Unfortunately deliveries are being made up to 
2000hrs and its dark and the delivery drivers cannot reverse their vehicles 
proficiently  enough and consistently hit the bollard......so yes go ahead with the 
planned changes but please address our issue which will only get worse. 
 
Best regards 
 
[REDACTED] 

Yes 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge   No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge I have lived in Tree Tops since 1986 when the houses were built. All residents within 

the vicinity have at least one parking space whether this be on a drive or in the case 
of some residents in Hilltop/Tree Tops an allocated residential car parking space in a 
car park. I have never experienced a problem with parking or indeed driving up 
along Hilltop which I do most days and do not therefore see the need for the 
proposed new double yellow lines of parking permit bays.  
 
In Tree Tops alone I believe that 11 out of the 24 houses are rented. People who 
rent these houses soon move on to live elsewhere so in all honesty they will not be 
either bothered or really affected by the proposals. I believe that the views of those 
who own their own homes like myself should have more of a say. If there are 
currently problems and having lived here for the length of time I have, I know many 
of the residents not only in Tree Tops but the surrounding area it will only push the 
problem on to another area. If you carry out these proposals it would may well force 
more residents to concrete more of the green areas that they own which in turn will 
affect the CO2 levels and bio-diversity. I thought we were all suppose to be thinking 
greener and protecting our environment.  
 
I strongly object to these proposals and why fix something that isn't broke. 

No 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge I support the proposal but with one amendment. I do not feel that parking restrictions 
until 6.30pm would be in the best interests of residents. Restrictions as in the green 
zone as marked (9.30-10.30 and 1-2) would solve most of the parking issues in this 
area: we are too far from the station to have commuters parking in our area; instead 
the main culprits are sixth-form students at Tonbridge Grammar School.  
 
Extending the restrictions to after-school would penalise resident families who wish 
their children to socialise with others at home after school.  
 
It would also penalise those like myself who are teachers/tutors working from home, 
whose teaching hours begin at 4pm. We do not have huge salaries, and having to 
pay for every parent to park during the lesson would severely affect our ability to 
continue our work. 

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge We have lived at this address for just under 2 years. We have two cars, and have 

never once experienced any problems parking at our residence. We therefore 
begrudge paying £80 for two cars (plus any visitors) when we have never had any 
issues parking. 
 
There is also a residents parking on Treetops (for which we have one space) which 
is typically only half full - perhaps testament again to the fact that we do not 
experience any problems parking. This parking area also has 3 visitor bays, and this 
is rarely fully occupied. Again, I believe this shows that people do not have trouble 
parking in this area. More information on whether the three visitor bays in this 
residents parking are to be included  in the permit proposal, would be useful (it is not 
included in the diagram provided). 

No 

Hilltop area, Tonbridge   No 
Hilltop area, Tonbridge There is no need where we are, we do not have a parking problem. The relatively 

new yellow lines across our own driveway are very annoying already. This will 
inconvenience us as the residents more than there is a need for it. 

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Already in existence during weekdays. No 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge It is useful to me that there is space on the road for any visitors I have to be able to 

park there at the weekend. Having said that there isn't often space, but I'm grateful 
to be able to offer it, else they have to park much further away. I completely 
understand the weekday restrictions, but would much prefer it to stay as it is. Many 
thanks. 

No 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Please note my address is [REDACTED] (not listed in the drop down box) 
 
We have a lot of people parking in our streets in the evenings too with no permits 
which also restricts residents with permits to park. Consideration should be given to 
making one side of the street where there is parking on both sides to have a least 
one side permit holders only to try and prevent and resolve the parking issues. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Parking is a constant issue, with non permit holders taking spaces on evenings and 
weekends 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I agree that the parking has got worse at the weekend and support this proposal  Yes 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I am fully in favour of this proposal of extending the permit parking restrictions. Not 

only Saturday needs to be included but the timing of these restriction should be 
extended too.  
Currently it is only 9:30-10:30 and 1 to 2 pm. When I come back from work there is 
no space for me to park at Priory street in the evenings.  
 
One of the reasons for this is the paid car park in the Priory street. People do not 
want to pay the money , hence they park their cars on the priory street after 2 pm as 
there is no parking restrictions. I am a key worker and it is very upsetting for me to 
not find any place on my street and I have to spend further 15-20 mins looking for 
the parking.  
 
So the permit  parking  restrictions TIME must be extended along with the inclusion 
of Saturday. If it is not possible to extend the time I would request the county to 
reserve a parking space for the key workers near 60 Priory street.  
 
Kind Regards  

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I would go further with this and ask that you charge more for anyone buying a car 

permit if they already have two residents permits per household. It is very difficult to 
park when your neighbour Who lives alone has four cars (including a long white van 
that sits there all the time) parked in the road. I often come home after work and 
cannot find a space and have to park on Pembury Road.   

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Very supportive of the extension as parking on weekends for residents is a 
nightmare. However, what would be very beneficial would be to extend the times 
restrictions as in place. The current restrictions allow non permitted cars to be 
parked overnight from quite early in the afternoon. We have a new baby and are 
constantly unable to find parking due to non residents parking on road. There should 
also be a limit on number of cars as multiple households have 3+ cars (or work 
vehicles) which take up significant space.  
 
Finally, even since the introduction of the 20 mile limit Priory Street is used by cars 
to speed up and down around the traffic. Vehicles are constantly going at unsafe 
speeds on a street where there are residents with mobility challenges in care home 
and a lot of young children. The introduction of speed bumps on the road would be a 
very welcome addition to improve safety on the street.  

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I'd be quite happy if you made it 9.30-11.30am all week. Yes 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I object to the proposed change to permit restriction times as I do not feel that it is 

necessary to extend the current scheme to include Saturdays.  
 
Parking on a Saturday has not been a problem. Restricting non-resident parking for 
two one hour blocks on a Saturday will not have make any difference to the ability of 
residents to park.  
 
It would only cause problems for family who may need to visit elderly relatives who 
need extra assistance at the current time.  
  

No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I do not feel that the inclusion of Saturdays in parking restrictions in zone N is 

necessary.  
 
Including Saturday would mean that people who do not have a residents permit as 
they are at work during the present restriction  times would need to purchase a 
permit just to cover them on Saturdays.  
 
I am of the impression that a lot of the parking problems and lack of parking 
available in this area is caused by the number of cars owned by the residents 
themselves.  
 
I have noticed that several roads which are currently in zone N are not included. 
Surely by changing the parking restrictions within the area suggested will just cause 
more problems for the surrounding streets.  
 
I feel it would be more advantageous to have an addition time slot late afternoon 
Monday to Friday in zone N.  

No 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I’m happy for the parking permit area to be extended 9.30-10.30am and 1-2pm on 
Saturdays. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge We support this extension of the parking restrictions to include Saturdays.  Yes 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I would also support permit parking between 14:30 and 16:00 Monday to Friday, to 

prevent parents using our road as a carpark whilst waiting for their children to come 
out of school, thus using up all available parking for residents. some of them are 
parked for up to an hour or more. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge The problem is with people parking on the double yellow lines on both of the corners 
of Drayton Road, putting in these parking restrictions will not change this problem as 
it is like it nearly every day. 

No 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge It is a good idea to extend the permit parking to include Saturday. I believe a review 
of the parking permit time could also be beneficial for the area. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I think this would lead to another rise in parking permits for residents in these areas 
to pay for the parking enforcement. We have already lost our free visitor permits.  

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Because it is impossible for cars to cross each other in such a narrow street, I would 

also suggest that it is envisaged to make Lavender Hill a one way street. In which 
case the only direction should probably be from Priory Road up towards Pembury 
road. As a result, it would also get rid of the very blind and dangerous intersection 
between Lavender Hill and Priory Road that currrently exists when you drive down 
Lavender Hill. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I fully agree to the extension of the parking restrictions to also include Saturdays. 
However, I'd like to take this further to suggest that as well as the existing morning 
restrictions (9.30am - 10.30am), that there is also an afternoon restriction put in 
place (e.g. 1-2pm, or 2-3pm) which will avoid non-residents leaving their cars on the 
road all day after 10.30am once the morning restriction has passed. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge Please also extend restrictions to include a period during the afternoon on weekdays 
too. 

Yes 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge The map is very misleading. I live on Pembury Road where the restrictions are for a 
2 hour period Mon-Sat 8-6. I do NOT support a change to  restrictions shown on the 
map where it would be 9.30-10.30am instead in the full blue highlighted area.  

No 

Lavender Hill area, Tonbridge I support this plan to extend the permit of parking time. I just moved to this place, it 
is very hard to find a parking place  close to my house.  

Yes 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I don't feel that non-resident parking is a problem on Saturdays. No 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I have lived on Chichester Road for nearly five years now. I have never struggled to 

park my car on Chichester road on a Saturday and from time to time have elderly 
relatives come and visit who I'd like to be able to park near the house. I have no idea 
whether parking on a saturday is an issue on other roads such as Douglas road, but 
don't believe they should be treated them same if that is the case. We used to 
receive a few "visitor permits" but now the parking system has gone digital, I haven't 
received any for the following year. If parking is to be changed so only residents can 
park on the street Monday-Saturday, please return visitor permits. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I think you need to mark out individual parking bays as this would stop 
residents/visitors parking over two vehicle lengths. There is no need to extend the 
current scheme to run on a Saturday as well. 
Bottom Iine is there are more vehicles than parking spaces.And how do residents 
know that the vehicles don't belong to residents now we don't have to display a 
permit.i have lived in this area and paid for permits for the last 16 years and feel the 
scheme is totally unnecessary.it doesn't guarantee you a parking space. Many a 
time I have had to park in roads off of Brook street and walk home. Doesn't bother 
me . 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Parking is a nightmare at all times I got home at 7pm last night and could not park 
anywhere near our house. Tried to park near my house on a Saturday at 11am and 
no spaces. Please can restrictions be extended to all day of the week and longer 
into the evening. 
 
By the way the times of our morning restriction are 930-1030 not 830-930 as your 
drawing states 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge As long as it is all of the roads in the zone this is a good idea as people park in the 
roads and go shopping or into London.   

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge This would make no influence to people parking throughout the day on a Saturday. I 
also wouldn't support it on a Saturday due to visitors coming into the area and this is 
something that is a positive about living here.  

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I would also like to proposal for the hours to be extended in the evening to stop over 

parking in the night times. 
 
Frequently I struggle to get a park on my own street between 6 and 9pm 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We often have guests from a Friday early afternoon to Sunday and it's a pain 
already having to remember to buy them parking on the Friday afternoon to cover 5 
to 6pm. Have occasionally run out too late and they've already had a parking ticket 
and ended up paying a large fine. Having to a) remember to and b) pay for them to 
have a parking permit on the Saturday as well adds extra expense and extra hassle. 
However this could potentially be offset if you gave each resident 20, for eg, free 
visitor parking permits on their digital account, in which case I would not oppose the 
proposal.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The current parking restrictions work effectively to limit the use of residential bays for 
commuters or other nearby workers during the week. There is no need for these 
restrictions to be extended to the Saturday. The lack of weekend restrictions allow 
for visitors to park unimpeded which is very likely to only be for a few hours on the 
Saturday or Sunday and is of significant benefit to the residents. (please note that 
the charge for parking permits has increased and you now no longer receive a 
handful of visitors permits with the purchase or renewal of your parking permit so the 
provision of spaces for visitors is not only going to get more difficult buy more costly 
for the residents as well? 
 
I believe the current parking limitations are being exacerbated by the current Covid-
19 situation which sees fewer people making journeys in their cars over the 
weekend period and therefore leading to the appearance that there are fewer 
spaces available to those who have chosen to go out in their cars. 
 
I do not feel these parking restrictions are necessary and of significant benefits to 
the vast majority of residents. 
 
I have lived in this area for over 5 years and in that time on occasion I have had to 
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park a couple of streets away in order to find a space but I have never not yet been 
able to actually find a space. 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We haven't noticed any issues on Saturdays relating to parking - if anything, the 
roads tend to be clearer and it is easier to park. We were really surprised when this 
consultation appeared in the post.  
 
Visitors permits are already expensive - we have family and friends that can only 
visit at the weekend and it is an admin hassle, more worry that someone might 
forget and get fined (what a lovely welcome present for a visitor!) and an additional 
cost to have to provide visitors permits for them in what are already difficult times. If 
TMBC are proposing to increase (at least double) the amount of free visitors permits 
then that may go some way to helping with these concerns.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The current restrictions fulfill their objective to stop commuter's parking in the area 

and we find the proposal to extend parking restrictions to include Saturdays 
completely unnecessary. This would penalise residents in terms of visits from friends 
and family, whether this be on a social basis or to provide support to vulnerable 
residents. Whilst parking in one's own road can be an issue it really isn't that much 
of a problem to find a space in one of the neighbouring roads and really is a "first 
world" problem.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge If you are absolutely sure that the increased parking issues in Area G are because 
of people parking early in the morning in order to commute to London, then i support 
the extension of the 8.30-9.30am & 5-6pm residents parking only restrictions. 
 
However, if the increase in parked cars is due to people visiting tonbridge in order to 
shop and visit friends, then i don't believe the existing time periods (8.30-9.30am & 
5-6pm) go anywhere near far enough to curb the problem as it is between these 
times that most social engagements and shopping takes place.  

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   No 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I am in favour of the Borough Council’s proposals for changes to the on-street 

parking arrangements for Area G permit roads, shown on plan DD/590/11 
Yes 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Chichester road always has ample parking on Saturdays – happy to provide 

photographic evidence if required. Thus, this seems an attempt to charge us for 
having weekend visitors whilst limiting the other areas in the TN9 area that we will 
be able to park when running weekend errands. We are opposed to the changes, 
and would recommend that if they do go ahead, that fair compensation be paid in 
the form of increasing the number of free visitor permits per household from 10 to 
20.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I have not noticed any particular change in parking availability on a Saturday.  
Parking can be a challenge but I believe this is due to residents having more cars 
rather than commuters using the roads.  The additional permitting will add additional 
cost for visitors at weekends.  I would be happy for the council to introduce permit 
parking at the weekend provided that visitor vouchers came at no additional cost to 
residents. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge 1. If this is to include Sussex Road (unclear on plan) then it would mean residents 
having to pay for visitors on a Saturday. 
 
2. The current signage would have to be changed and a parking warden appointed- 
unnecessary expense of council funds. 
 
3. The current parking restriction is 9.30 to 10.30 and 5pm to 6pm whereas your 
plan shows 8.30 to 9.30. 
 
4. How would this proposed change benefit residents as shoppers would come in 
between those hours. 
 
5. I have lived at my address for around 30 years and I have never seen a lack of 
parking in Douglas Road on a Saturday. The only time it can be busy is on a Sunday 
when people attend Church, which is not the case at this time with Covid. In any 
case Church goers generally park all along the main road outside the Church and 
Church office. 
 
I am strongly against this proposed change and would ask the Council to reconsider 
this unnecessary course of action. 

No 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge This would increase the necessity to provide my friends and family  with visitors' 

parking permits by 100%. 
No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I would hope that the changes could be made to include Sundays  as we have 
people avoid Haysden Park  parking charges  by parking at my end of the estate 
and that the periods of restrictions could be extended as well. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I'd like to object to changing the residents parking to include Saturdays. 

 
Although parking is an issue on Douglas Road it is far better on the weekends, I 
believe the inconvenience of having to purchase visitor permits would far out way 
any benefit of having the possibility of extra spaces available. 
 
If there truly is an issue with people parking all day on Saturdays who aren't visitors 
of residents (perhaps near the station or Lidl) Please consider re-zoning or at least 
only applying the permits in the morning to prevent all day parking but allowing 
residents to have visitors on a Saturday without cost. 
 
Many Thanks 
 
[REDACTED] 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I find friends and family are put off visiting because of permit parking from Mon - 

Fri.To have this extended on Sats as well would  just be a nuisance. 
No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge In principle I do not object to this proposal to prevent non-residents parking on 
Saturdays to use the high street and station, however, I would appreciate if, as 
residents, we shall not be penalised by restricting our guests on Saturdays. To 
support this proposal I would like a greater amount of complimentary guest passes 
to be issued with our parking permit to compensate. 
 
Thank you. 

No 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge There is no issue with weekend parking in the Zone G area that would warrant 

additional parking control. The council have already taken away the residents free 
visitors parking permits that used to be received when renewing our yearly permits, 
therefore this will be another expense that the residents will have to pay when they 
receive weekend guests. We do not need to be paying more in the current climate, 
nor in the future. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Good idea.Also extend the restriction times Monday to Saturday to 0915 to 1045am 
and 5 to 630 pm. This will allow residents who finnish work between 5 and 6pm a 
chance to get home and get a parking space.I would also suggest that one permit 
per household would also make it fairer for people to park. You must remember that 
a lot of 'cars' are longer than the frontage of their homes. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I think there are ample parking spaces available for residents and visitors and have 
never had an issue parking very close to my home whether during the week or at the 
weekend. If these changes are implemented then I feel that residents should be 
entitled to more free visitors permits for when they have guests. Many thanks. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Hi All, 
 
We would be against parking restrictions on a Saturday, its often a day of having 
friends/visitors over and whilst understandable in the week we would be very much 
against it at the weekend + where we live on the road parking is not an issue at 
weekends.  
 
If completely necessary i'd request weekend restrictions are morning only and do 
not span across evening/afternoon also, at this point most users parking for town 
would have left anyway  
 
[REDACTED] 
  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The current parking restrictions were set up to prevent communters parking for the 

station. 
 
If extended to the weekend , I suspect the current hours will have little effect on 
shoppers and those parking for off peak rail trips from the station. 
 
Perhaps a late morning restriction at weekends would be more effective.  
 
The current online invisible permit scheme makes it impossible for residents to 
identify those who  regularly abuse the system and makes it less obvious  for 
"visitors" that parking restrictions are in place. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   Yes 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Ref : DD/590/11 Area G permit roads. 

 
I think by including  Saturdays  as part of the restrictions is a good idea as we get 
shoppers and day trippers to London , coast etc, who leave their cars in residents 
parking spaces all day and return late at night. I have daughter's  that dance locally 
but have different start  
 
/ finish times and when returning  home have difficulty in finding a parking space in 
the local streets, and  I'm only taking 20 minutes for the round trip.  
 
 I would be all for it being a residents only parking scheme, including Sundays even 
if it meant it being a little more expensive, knowing that when you return you have a 
space to come back to virtually guaranteed.  I also do 12 hour shift work and arriving 
home at night, have issues with parking,  sometimes having to park on double 
yellow lines, and moving when a space becomes available. 
The council must be losing out considerably on parking income by people parking in 
our streets and not using local car parks. 
 
Your literature is also INCORRECT  as the A.M restriction IS FROM 9.30 UNTIL 
10.30, NOT 8.30 - 9.30 as stated on the Parking  Action plan, Tonbridge Douglas 
Road area plan, Drawing No: DD/590/11. 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We completely object to the proposal as we live on Chichester road and never have 

any parking problems in the area on a Saturday. It would make it much harder for 
family and friends to visit us on a Saturday in the future, and would cost a 
considerable amount more a year for us to do so. At a time when living costs are 
incredibly hard anyway (both myself and my husband have been affected 
significantly during the COVID crisis), we will not be in a position to pay extra for 
this; when it’s entirely unnecessary. 
If Douglas Road has problems then perhaps it should just be that road... 
 
[REDACTED] 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Unecessary and inconvenienent for the overwhelming majority of the 150+ 
households in the area. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Pressure on parking spaces is increasing and it is worse at weekends. (inc 
Sundays). 
 
3 more dwellings and removal of garage spaces in the area in the last 5 years has 
also contributed to the current problems. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The current parking restrictions are in place from 9.30-10.30 and 5.00-6.00 Mon to 
Fri. Your parking action plan document has the times incorrect. Please advise if you 
are changing the morning times to 8.30-9.30 as this will impact school drop off?  
 
No problem with extending the permit only time to include an hour on Saturday 
morning, but adding Saturday afternoon/evening will cause issues for every friend 
who is round for a social visit.  
 
More blatant revenue raising by TMBC through the use of costly visitor permits! 
 
No parking issues at the weekend in Arundel Close. 
  

No 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The real problem in this area with parking is not non-residents parking here on 

Saturday, but the fact that many residents have 3 or more cars per household, 
including large work vehicles which take up two parking spaces at a time.  By 
issuing multiple permits at no extra cost the council is fuelling the problem as there 
is no incentive to have less cars on the street.  This is the problem that needs to be 
addressed, not changing the parking restrictions on a Saturday.  In making it 
residents parking on Saturday, this actually penalises residents as they will then 
need to pay for visits from friends and family who need a permit to park on the 
street. So unless the council plans to give free permits to residents for this purpose, 
we oppose this.  We have never experienced any issues with non-resident vehicles, 
only the number of residents vehicles per household which only seems to get worse 
and worse.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I absolutely support this proposal. It’s very annoying watching non residents park 
here and then go down the town when we are unable to get a space for own vehicle. 
Prior to lockdown there were two women who parked here every Saturday to go to 
the gym. Would also support restrictions being extended to cover school start/finish 
times during the week as well. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge There isn't a need for the restrictions across the whole zone. Just include up to 
Lionel Road, say. 
 
Don't worry about displacement. *IF* it happens, deal with it later. Opportunistic 
parking will be (partially) put off by the Mon-Sat parking restriction in the first few 
roads. Those of us further away from the station shouldn't be saddled with this. 
 
Thanks. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge In addition to people parking on Saturdays in this area, every single evening Taxis 
queue up along here, idling their engines. 

Yes 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge ref: DD/590/11 Area G permit roads. 

 
I support the new proposal to extend the permit parking restrictions from Mon-Fri to 
now include Saturdays. However, one of the main problems is the fact that there is 
not enough parking spaces for the residents of Douglas Road. Thus leading them to 
have to park in the side roads.  This needs to be addressed as It has a knock on 
affect on the parking off of Douglas Road. Because of this, there is often no parking 
anywhere in my road and myself and others often end up down another side street.  
Which again affects those  residents- hence the knock on effect. It makes one feel 
very unhappy and angry especially seeing as we have to pay for a permit.  

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge - In 8 years of living in this area, we have never once had a problem parking on a 
Saturday. There are plenty of spaces and I am absolutely flabbergasted that you 
have received these complaints from neighbours who feel there is a problem. It is 
simply not 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The times that are shown on the map are wrong. The actual time on the plate is 
0930 - 1030 am and then 5-6 pm. We believe that the parking restriction should be 
from 0800-1000 in the morning this would cover the school traffic also and 1430 to 
1630. This would cover the school run in the afternoon when frankly the parking is 
getting beyond a joke. Vehicles literally get here from 1400 hours to reserve their 
space in the road to collect their children from school at the end of the school day. 
We also feel that commercial vehicles should be charged more because they take 
up two spaces. 

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We support the proposed changes to the current parking arrangements.  Parking in 
the first section of Douglas Road is getting worse. Availability for parking on 
Saturdays is difficult, especially in summer, when people leave their cars then go 
into London or maybe the coast for the day.  

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge There is ample space to park at the weekends.  The restrictions were initially 
introduced to stop commuter and student parking to ensure spaces were free for 
residents. This the focus was and still is Mon-Fri.    
 
Introducing a Saturday restriction will limit households ability to have visitors and 
trades people visit. 
 
There is ample parking for all vehicles at the weekends in my opinion and 

No 
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introducing the Saturday element will just encourage more car use in the area.   
 
If Saturday is an issue why not Sunday and will the council be able to enforce this?  

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I enjoy being able to have visitors over the weekend without having to worry about 
restrictions and parking permits. There always seems to be spaces on our road at 
the weekend so I don’t see this as a need.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We like the extra parking availability at weekends if we have visitors. No 
Douglas Road area, Tonbridge As a resident of Sussex Road, there is no noticeable issue with non-residents 

parking in our street at weekends and it seems unfair that at a time when people are 
most likely to have visitors, we are now being asked to pay extra for visitor permits. 
Quite often we have visitors at weekends (in pre-Covid times) and this was regularly 
a spontaneous arrangement, and the need for visitor permits would be restrictive 
and unnecessary. 
 
The times quoted as being current in the letter are wrong, as our current restrictions 
are from 9.30 rather than 8.30. We do get a lot of parking from school parents, but 
this is short-lived each morning and afternoon and not a major problem. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge We have lived in Meadow/Lionel road for 27 years and have never had a problem 
with parking. When the permits were introduced we were told it was to stop people 
parking all day while they worked in London. I do not see any reason to extend the 
restrictions to cover Saturdays . There is always spaces in Meadow and Lionel 
roads (maybe not always right outside our house but very near ) and during 
lockdown there has been more cars during the day with neighbours working from 
home and still space for everyone. 
 
I do not feel that Saturday restrictions are needed and object to this proposal. 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Whilst I support extra restrictions, I feel the guest permits should either be reduced 
in price and some allocated with annual permits as they used to be. The prices of 
annual permits increased, the 10 guest permits that came with it stopped, and it was 
made much harder to get guest permits, but it would have saved the council money 
as it was all online. I find it hard to see how you can justify it.  

Yes 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge   No 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I don’t believe that weekends are a particular problem in Meadow Lawn - I’ve not 

noticed an increase in non-residents parking in the area at the weekend, the bigger 
problem is the sheer number of residents’ vehicles and the seemingly random 
approach to the length of the double yellow lines at the end of each road.    If the 
restrictions are to be introduced on a Saturday then I don’t see that 8.30-9.30 in the 
morning is going to have any impact as this is (during the week and pre-COVID) 
aimed at commuters and I doubt this is the time non-residents are parking here.  
Similarly I feel the evening restriction is much more likely to impact residents who 
have visitors - we are already paying for visitors’ permits to be used during the week 
and this feels like a back door way of getting us to pay for visitors at the weekend as 
well! 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Including Saturday in the parking restrictions will add yet another cost to the 
residents. We have visitors during the weekend, as many other residents do at the 
weekend which in turn will carry a daily permit cost. The fact the 10 free visitors 
permits were taken from us a few years back when we purchase our yearly permit 
as well, this is just another kick in the teeth (what with tmbc also giving permission 
for the Judd school gate on Mabledon Road).  
 
I assume extending the parking restriction to a Saturday will mean those that did use 
the streets to park would now have to use a paid parking area; increasing TMBC 
income ? And therefore decreasing residents incomes as they have to use visitors 
permits.  

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge The parking restrictions are absolutely fine as they are. We don't have any issues 
with people parking on a saturday here. Commuters would be able to park from 
9.30am which would effect us during the day. Also if you change the times then if 
would effect the school run and you would have to issue permits for the families, like 
you do at Slade school! You are just trying to get extra money from us residents for 
pay for visitor permits. 

No 
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Douglas Road area, Tonbridge Parking is fine as it. No need to change.  

 
Would cause more issues from commuters who go into work late as they will park 
after 9.30am. Also effect the school as you would need to issue permits for drop off 
times.  
 
On Saturday people would still be parking all day after 9.30am. So wouldn't effect 
anyone except us residents as would need to pay for visitors permits! 

No 

Douglas Road area, Tonbridge I am very torn about whether to vote to agree or disagree with the proposal.  There 
are too many cars for the space available.  I feel that many of the issues in the 
chichester road area are related development of land and new houses only being 
required to have one parking space. Houses for £500k with one parking space - of 
course they are going to have more than one car (which they have!!).  What is 
forgotten/overlooked is the impact that these new homes have on other roads in the 
area - everything gets pushed further along Douglas road.  I often have to park right 
down towards the very end of Douglas road away from the main road if I return late 
at night .  Please no more houses approved in the area - the roads are full!!!!  

Yes 
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Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge The parking badly needs sorting out in this road, the proposal can only help, and can 

the road cleaning be improved too as Lyons Crescent has a lot of  waste left, 
including waste from bins that the dustbin lorries leave.  

Yes 

Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge I support the proposal Ref: Phase 12-inf-DD/590/12 with the following caveats: 
 
1.  I object to the removal of the 3x bays opposite Number 19. Parking space in 
desperately required and losing 3 spaces is excessive. I believe there is sufficient 
space for vehicular access as demonstrated by the movement of construction 
vehicles at the moment and the business that operated there before as a motor 
repair garage.  A sensible compromise would be the removal of one bay in the 
double bay section. 
 
2. All the new flats recently built/under construction add further pressure on the 
existing residents and their existing parking availability, so can I assume no further 
permits will be issued to these new developments? 

Yes 

Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge I am a local resident at Flat 9, Ronnies Wharf, Lyons Crescent. Two occupants, two 
vehicles and without allocated parking spaces.  
 
I would be more agreeable to any local measures, if you were to maybe offer each 
local property without any available off street parking, were allocated at the 
minimum, one (1) Vehicle Parking Permit.  
 
Regards  

No 

Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge I am in favour of altering the parking bays to permit holders only. 
 
There is currently quite limited parking available for the residents of Lyons Crescent. 
 
For non-residents who are visiting Tonbridge there is in my experience plenty of 
space in the car parks which are not expensive and have easy access to the high 
street and other amenities  

Yes 
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Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge We support in particular the removal of the unrestricted space between Numbers 40 

& 42. This is a hazard and is abused as a permanent space by certain residents.  It 
should be a white line, in keeping with the rest of the road: in practice road users do 
respect white lines. Failing that we would support double yellow lines.   

Yes 

Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge   Yes 
Lyons Crescent, Tonbridge   Yes 
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Nelson Avenue, Tonbridge The proposed removal of the yellow lines outside no.83 Nelson Avenue could cause 

a blind spot for both no.s 81 and 85 when manoeuvring on and off their driveways 
and if a vehicle was to be parked outside no. 83 and no.40 in the green zone then 
the road would be narrowed for passing traffic. The driveway on no. 83 has recently 
been remodelled to fit 2 cars and a medium sized van so this should be enough 
surely. 
 
Should the yellow lines be removed would this parking space then be placed back to 
permit parking basis? 

No 

Nelson Avenue, Tonbridge I wish the yellow lines to be removed from outside my property Yes 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I grew up at [REDACTED}] and my parents still currently live there. My wife and I 

frequently visit and have never experienced any problem with parking presently or in 
the past when I lived there. Most houses have driveways and there is always an 
abundance of on-street parking at all times of the day and week. The area is far 
away from any sites that might prompt the introduction of a permit system, which 
leaves me wondering why residents are being asked to sign up for a permit system 
they neither want nor have requested and which they are then expected to pay 
money towards. This proposal will only cause unnecessary expenditure and provide 
no gain and I, along with my family and neighbours from my childhood oppose the 
proposal in the strongest possible terms 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I strongly object, there is no rat run in Foalhurst Close. We have adequate 
pavements and  parking is not an issue as most of the week the Close is empty.  If 
the resident raising the objection lives in Old Hadlow Road, then this is a totally 
different issue.  Please do not include Foalhurst Close in this scheme. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Thank you for notice of TMBC's intention to place Old Hadlow Road and adjacent 
roads into a 'permit parking zone', this comes as quite a surprise.  
 
Working from home my observation would be there is no obvious need for such a 
scheme. The area identified has no obvious attraction to those who wish to 'dump' 
their vehicle and make an onward journey to a station etc. I would be interested in 
your data to the contrary if such exists. 
 
Other than resident parking the other main requirement for parking is for trades 
working on owner properties. The real traffic issue for Old Hadlow Road continues to 
be its use as a 'rat run' in the morning rush hour. The restrictions in place are not 
adhered to or enforced making the road dangerous and the weak bridge weaker. 
The irony of the suggestion to make the road a permit parking zone with the result of 
less vehicles on the roadside, is that it will enable rat run traffic to travel even faster 
making it even more dangerous for residents and further weakening the bridge.  
 
I strongly request this scheme be abandoned  and the real traffic hazards be 
effectively addressed as a matter of importance. [REDACTED] 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Old Hadlow Road currently has a number of building works progressing which 

means more vehicles parking daily than usual.  We would not expect that to 
continue.   There is no valid reason for parking restriction on this road, as no 
schools, station or shops are nearby.  Only vehicles that need to park do so.  This 
would seem to us to be a case of placing unnecessary parking costs on residents if 
the consultation were to be approved.  For those reasons we object to the measures 
being implemented. 
  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge RIDICULOUS!  I have never experienced any problems with vehicles parking in the 
Old Hadlow Road.  We often receive visitors and this will create unnecessary costs, 
administration, stress and  hassle.  If this scheme were to go ahead I would need to 
purchase four permits.  I would then park these cars on the road to free up spaces 
on my drive  for any visitors resulting with more cars parked on the road.  I have 
never seen a problem on this road other than builders vans working on house 
renovations and these won't be here forever unlike this ridiculous scheme.  It will 
also be an eyesore with new signage  and parking bays.  Old Hadlow Road is an 
attractive road, please keep it this way.  The only problem is the rat running between 
7:30 am and 9 am in the weekdays. 
 
I strongly oppose this scheme! 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I strongly object to this proposition due to the fact there is not an issue with people 
parking along the road who are not residents or are not visiting residents. 
Occasionally there are several builders or contractors who park along the road but 
these people would still have to park there they would just be paying to be there. 
Therefore those of us who would have to pay to park outside our own house would 
not be benefiting from this at all as there is not an issue with not being able to park. 
A more suitable suggestion would be to have both ends of Old Hadlow Road as 
double yellow lines to prevent people parking at the very end which can be 
dangerous when pulling into or out of the road. This proposal seems like a way for 
the council to make more money out of something that is not an issue at all.  

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This is the most ridiculous proposal for this road. There is no issue with parking in 

our road and the scheme is just not needed. It will ruin the look of the road by having 
parking bays painted on the road and unnecessary signage. The scheme will 
encourage residents to park on the road to keep their drives free for visitors which 
will have the reverse desired effect.  I can’t believe that one person’s comments 
have put this scheme forward for consultation. I hope you listen to the voice of the 
majority who are strongly against the scheme. I would like to understand the 
rationale for the proposal and evidence. Please visit our road and you will see for 
yourself there is no need for the scheme. The only major problem with the road is 
people using it for cutting through in the morning that is where we need to see an 
improvement. It is so dangerous and cars fly down for about two hours in the 
morning.  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I cannot see any justification for this proposal due to the location of the road offering 
next to no opportunity for non residents to park given there are no businesses  
located within the close proximity of old hadlow road. As well as this the fact that 
multiple house holds along the road own more vehicles then the standard driveways 
can hold this seems to me to be more of a money making exercise then anything 
else. I travel up and down this road every single day and I can't see any issue with 
the parking besides the ongoing work being carried out on one house which 
eventually will come to an end which in my eyes doesn't justify these measures 
being put in place. In summary this proposal has seemed to come out of the blue 
with next to no justification or explanation and I strongly object to it.  
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge While I whole-heartedly support  the proposal, I would like to take this opportunity to 

highlight that it's resident's parking that I believe is the bigger problem. Speaking as 
someone who walks a lot, much more than using my car, I've gotten to know this 
road and the parking situation much more than someone who drives everywhere 
mainly because of cars PARKED ON THE PAVEMENT which I feel is the main 
problem along this road. 
Old Hadlow Road is fairly narrow with a pavement on one side only for approx. half 
it's length and no pavement for the other half, so a significant portion of my journey, 
on foot from my house on the corner with Stair Road toward Tonbridge town, is 
spent walking in the middle of the road because the pavement is blocked with cars. 
 
Just a casual walk up and down this road will present to an observer the rather 
ludicrous situation of cars parked on the pavement or in the road against the curb 
adjacent to houses with empty driveways. The houses long this road are substantial 
family homes all of which have some form of off-road parking the average I would 
say to accomodate three cars – four if you include a parking space in a garage. 
 
Two examples; 
1. someone at the house across the road from me has been parking a car halfway 
up on a patch of grass (effectively on the pavement) on the corner with Stair Road 
outside my property which makes no difference to me at all except to say that cars 
driving along this road in the Hadlow to Tonbridge direction will be forced into the 
middle of the road to negotiate this obstacle created by this parked car and it's on a 
blind corner so a car coming the other way too fast (the 20mph speed limit seems to 
be largely ignored) will be faced with a car on their side of the road. 
 
2. My neighbour, in Stair Road, makes the oddest choice to park his car up on the 
pavement outside his house when he has a driveway and garage that would easily 
accomodate three cars. 
 
Personally, I would like to see a double-yellow line along the length of this road to 
prevent all parking on the road and pavements because though, politically speaking, 
I'm not a fan of 'big government' it's clearly evident that common sense and 
consideration for one's neighbours and society in general is a lost cause in this 

Yes 
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country. 
 
I wish you all the best of luck with any proposals designed to deal with car parking 
and speeding situations wherever they occur. 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge My family and I live at the Hadlow end of Old Hadlow Road and have done since the 

early 1960's. I regularly drive up and down the road in both directions when 
accessing our home and am not aware of any regular parking of non-resident 
vehicles, certainly along the majority of the length of the road. 
 
In the period of nearly 60 years when we have been resident here we have enjoyed 
the freedom for ourselves, extended family and visitors, plus delivery drivers, 
builders and other tradesmen to (responsibly) park on the road immediately outside 
our house and close by without charge or restriction, as have all our neighbours up 
and down the road.  It is one of the major advantages of living on a quiet road away 
from the town centre.   
 
I strongly object to the suggestion that we should now have to pay an annual fee for 
a resident's parking permit and a regular daily fee for any visitors.  This will cause 
problems and unnecessary expense for us, our visitors and delivery drivers etc. 
without any appreciable benefit.  It will also probably cause a reduction in house 
values in the road. 
 
I consider the proposed scheme an extremely heavy-handed approach to what is a 
probably minor issue - the notice states that one resident, out of more than a 
hundred houses, had complained. 
 
The funds of the council would be better used seeking a solution to the rat runners 
who regularly use the road on winter school run mornings (despite it being access 
only) as a way to get round the traffic on the A26.  In fact regular parking on the 
road, whether by residents or visitors, at least serves to slow the rat runners down 
so causing less of a danger to residents, their children and pets. The proposed 
residents' parking scheme would tend to clear residents' and visitors' cars from the 
road and so encourage unauthorised road users to speed down the clearer road 
faster than they do currently, so potentially worsening road safety issues on the 
road. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Not needed No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge We have never seen any nonresident parking here on this road. This is a quiet road 

without rail station, shopping mall or any attractions here. We completely reject the 
proposal for parking restrictions on this road. If this proposal goes ahead then we 
will feel that we have been punished by our council. Residents here are amused by 
this proposal! Please bin it!  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This residents parking zone is absolutely ridiculous. We are not near the railway 
station or a school or a restricted parking zone and hence we do NOT suffer from 
much non resident parking except for tradesmen doing maintenance on houses. 
Most obstructions are between two residents parking opposite each other. THE 
REAL PROBLEM is the number of rat runners speeding at 40 mph down a 20 mph 
limit rd with no pavements between 7:30 am to 9:00 am which you refuse to do 
anything about. Do a survey of all Old Hadlow Rd residents and find out THE REAL 
PROBLEM. Do we have to wait for a school child to be killed before you lot wake up 
and agree it is unacceptable! 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This is a nonsense proposal and find it difficult to believe that the local council, on 
the basis of ‘ a comment from a resident’, has gone to the expense of printing out a 
three page letter , putting these in envelopes and posting to each household . As far 
as I am aware there are no non-residents parking daily in the road to go to work in 
offices or businesses nearby as there aren’t any of these in the vicinity.Many houses 
have several cars and these are often parked in the road as there is insufficient 
room on the driveways. I think this is a neighbour dispute. 
 
Visitors to houses would include medical personnel, tradesmen, friends and families, 
surely these are permitted ?   

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I am not in favour of parking restrictions since firstly there is no overuse of the 
parking spaces and secondly I reject yet another tax by stealth 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge We cannot see that there is anything to be gained from the proposed resident permit 

scheme, other than money for the council. There are no offices nearby and no one is 
going to park here to walk into the town. 
 
 Since the council are unwilling to do anything to prevent Old Hadlow Road being 
used as a short cut in the mornings by people trying to shorten their wait in the 
queue on the Hadlow Road, people parking on the street is an effective and free 
traffic calming measure. Some cars fly down this road at well over 20mph.  On our 
stretch, there is no pavement for people walking on if they are going to catch the bus 
on the Hadlow Road. The council and police have done nothing, despite the road 
supposedly only being for access.  
 
We assume this is a reaction to the trades people who have been working on a 
number of houses recently. This will pass soon. If you could stop people parking on 
the pavement it would be safer for pedestrians and slow the traffic down even more. 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I am not in favour of the proposed new permit parking restrictions for Old Hadlow 

Road, Stair Road and Foalhurst Close. 
 
The proposed action is extraordinary based upon 'a comment from a resident'.  
 
I do not agree that non-resident parking in our road is an issue.  There has been 
intermittent parking of work vans at the town end of Old Hadlow Road and the 
number of cars parked on the street in Old Hadlow Road has increased in the twenty 
years I have lived here; but these are cars of residents in Old Hadlow Road not non-
residents. 
 
The demographics in Old Hadlow Road has changed.  Many households now 
include older teenage and young adult children who own cars. Not all drives in Old 
Hadlow Road can accommodate all the cars for the household which means some 
residents need to park on the street. 
 
The need to purchase parking permits would discriminate large families and not 
necessarily reduce the number of cars parking on the street. 
 
This proposal seems to be an unsavoury revenue generating exercise. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Parking has never been a problem in this area and I am very surprised it has been 
raised as an issue. This scheme looks to be more about generating money for the 
council rather than a service for the community. Having the road cleared of cars 
would allow the drivers that illegally use the road every morning as a rat run to drive 
even faster and may well encourage more people to use it. Stopping that would be 
more beneficial to the residence of old Hadlow Road rather than charging them to 
park outside of their own houses. Sorry to be so negative but this is a ridiculous 
proposal. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge The non-resident parking  occurs at both entrances to Old Hadlow Road ("OHR"). 
This is clearly dangerous as it impairs visibility upon entering and exiting OHR. The 
situation could be greatly improved by the imposition of double yellow lines at both 
the east and west entrances to  OHR. Imposing parking charges on the residents of 
OHR is disproportionate to solving the problem. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is no parking problem  No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Totally against. No issue with non-resident parking or residents being able to park 

considerately.  
 
Granted a few co-incident delayed building projects recently given the pandemic. 
 
We are a 4 car 4 adult family household only 3 spaces on drive. 
 
Don't want bays marked and signs everywhere. 
 
 I would pay £40 a year for you to actually enforce the no access nature of the road 
to stop dangerous/fast cut through driving in the morning. I'd even pay for the holes 
in the road to be filled. 
 
This proposal is a waste of money, solves a problem that doesn't exist and will make 
the road scene far worse. 
 
You launch this after "a comment from a resident" is this the benchmark over which 
you launch pointless consultations. One person? 
 
Spend the money on critical services, if you need more increase the Council Tax 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is not a problem with parking in our road and no idea why parking bays would 
deter rat running. It is not as though there are local amenities that people are 
parking to walk to. Many families in the road have multiple cars and if anything the 
parked cars slow traffic which is a good thing. I cannot believe A comment from A 
resident leads to the cost of carrying out a consultation process. 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Old Hadlow Road has unfortunately become a weekday rat-run for drivers wishing to 

shortcut westbound queues on the main Hadlow Road. This, combined with the high 
level of on-street parking on the Old Hadlow Road has created a very dangerous 
situation: rat-runners weave at speed around parked cars, meaning that residents 
attempting to pull out of their driveways are often approached by traffic travelling (at 
speed) on the wrong side of the road, where drivers are avoiding cars parked on the 
opposite side. The high level of building development taking place on Old Hadlow 
Road over the last 24 months has also added to the issue: numerous large vans 
park along the road, again narrowing the road to a single lane and obstructing 
driveways, pavements and causing congestion during the morning rush hour. Given 
that almost every house on Old Hadlow Road has a driveway (and many of these 
are very sizeable, able to park 3+ cars off the road) I see no reason why residents 
need to park on the street at all! I welcome the proposal for on-street parking, 
especially if the road markings will designate on-street parking only into areas that 
can accommodate this safely, and clearly mark areas (such as the section directly 
opposite someone's driveway) as non parking zones.  

Yes 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge The majority of houses have sufficient size driveways for off road parking so should 
not inconvenience too many residents. Plus should put off others from other roads 
from parking in OHR if the permit is road specific.  
 
The main consideration though should be to completely resurface the road as 
cannot be cost effective repairing all the potholes multiple times!  Plus when is the 
traffic calming going to be introduced as per the councils drawing reference 19/20-
External-TM-1078/01? 

Yes 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Will help improve the main road conditions, which are appaling due to thole where 
people have to constantly overtake parked cars. 

Yes 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is no need to have parking permits in the street since the parking of non-

residents is limited in time and space (usually required for people having work done 
on their house or for deliveries, visits of friends/family). 
 
A more appropriate solution would be to have double yellow line at the entrance of 
Old Hadlow road (coming from Tonbridge town centre) since parking there is 
dangerous. Also, having double yellow lines opposite driveways would ensure 
parking does not affect residents. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge We have lived in the Old Hadlow Road  for over  30 years and there have been no 
parking issues,  so why suddenly has it become one, resulting from a supposedly 
single comment from a resident  
The road is not near a station, industrial site, school or any amenity where parking is 
at a premium. 
 
Interesting that the same letter has gone to a number of homes in Tonbridge all 
quoting a comment ‘from a resident !’  
 
How would this actually work ? - if some homes necessitate a family member,  friend 
or visitor parking in the road  
 
What about if a resident has work done on their property that necessitates a 
tradesman visit ? 
 
A greater concern which has been raised with the council before is the use of the 
road as a rat run/short cut and by restricting parking will this just encourage more 
non residents to use the road as an unauthorised ‘short cut/ rat run’ at a faster 
speed endangering life?  
The signage including 20 mph is ignored and surely this is a much bigger issue than 
the parking. Additionally if this problem has not been enforced and could endanger 
life should this not be the priority? 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Given that we don’t live close and or within a short walk  to any office facilities or the 

centre of town I do not feel that permit  Parking restrictions  are in any way 
necessary. Indeed, there is construction work being carried out to a couple of 
properties that is  almost certainly lending itself to additional parking being used 
along the road for the onsite workers, which by its very nature would not be required 
once those works have been completed.  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is no significant parking issue in Old Hadlow Road. Most Properties have their 
own drives and therefore residents generally park there. There is a little overflow into 
the road itself but almost universally the road is wide enough to cope with this. There 
is plenty of room in the road for visitors to park without causing any obstruction to 
the residents. We are not near the railway station or any businesses or schools 
which would encourage  daytime users of those facilities to park here. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I cannot believe you are wasting time, money and effort on this proposal. We do not 
have a parking problem in this road. We are nowhere near the station or any shops 
which might cause such a problem. Surely that is obvious.  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge Thank you for kindly consulting on the proposal to introduce a Residents Parking 
scheme along Old Hadlow Road and Foalhurst close.  
 
As stated, I wish to register our objection to this proposal.  
 
This is because we do not see the need for such a scheme on Old Hadlow Road - 
we have not experienced difficulties in terms of non-residents parking on Old 
Hadlow Road in such numbers that it is a problem.  
 
Furthermore, there are other, more pressing matters that require your attention (and 
your limited resource), notably the weak bridge, the collapsed drain out side number 
42 Old Hadlow Road, the lack of pavement at both ends of the road (meaning that to 
walk out of the road you have to walk in an especially dangerous part of the road as 
people enter from the main A26 Hadlow Road at speed), surface repairs, and the rat 
running that occurs every morning (with many vehicles again taking the whole road 
at speed and certainly a good deal more than the current 20mph limit).  
 
As above, thank you for consulting, though - this is much appreciated!  

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I object to the proposed permit parking restrictions. I believe these are unnecessary 

and may in fact cause a negative impact on the road.  Over the past year, 
there have been substantial building projects which unfortunately have been 
prolonged due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Whilst these projects have caused some 
additional vehicles to be parked in a small section of Old Hadlow Road, these have 
not restricted use of the road or access to residents' driveways. Indeed, living next to 
the current house with major building work continuing, we have always been able to 
access our driveway. I do not consider this an issue which needs to be addressed 
by permit parking restrictions.  Normally, such restrictions are restrained to areas 
where there is a regular excess of non-residential parkings causing difficulty for 
residents to park. That is not the case here. I am also concerned that the 
introduction of such restrictions will cause Old Hadlow Road to become even more 
of a 'rat-run' in the mornings, by those seeking to cut through and avoid the traffic on 
Cornwallis Avenue. Funds and time would be better spent introducing traffic calming 
measures as proposed (but not carried out) last year. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge We strongly object the proposal.  
 
A resident parking pass is likely to exacerbate rather than improve the traffic issues 
on Old Hadlow Road. The vehicles parked on the road tend to reduce traffic speed 
especially of commuters taking a shortcut along the road to avoid traffic queues at 
peak times.   
 
Most of the parked vehicles are cars when (in usual times) friends & families visit or 
workman's vans especially over the past year when there has been several large 
building projects on the road. These would not be reduced by a parking permit 
scheme as they are essential visitors.  
 
The part of the road that could do with attention is the Tonbridge end, part of which 
is not within the red line. Cars and larger vehicles are regularly parked on the 
narrower stretch at the entrance to the road between Hadlow road and the 
substation which makes turning in and out challenging and potentially dangerous.  
 
We would be happy to discuss this with councillors or planning officers if that would 
be of help.  

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge In my opinion this is a complete waste of taxpayers time and money. This has been 

raised due to a resident making a comment about non-residents parking in the road. 
There are about 90 households in the area affected yet it only requires one 
comment to trigger letters to all the households concerned at what cost to 
taxpayers? 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This permit parking idea is totally ridiculous.  I have lived on OHR for nearly 7 yrs 
and there has been absolutely no issues with non-residents or visitor parking.  The 
ONLY issue we have is OHR being used as a cut through during rush hour which I 
would very much like to be resolved.    
 
We are not in favour in the strongest possible terms.   We have a quiet road & 
residence where parking for ourselves and infrequent guests should be 100% free.  
thank you.  Hugo  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge The proposed imposition of parking bays does not deal with the ongoing problems in 
the OHR. The issued raised by a resident concerned the lack of footpath and on 
road parking. The parking is almost exclusively by residents and not non-residents 
with the exceptions of builders etc.  
 
The parking bays will not solve the issue of parking in the road as the residents cars 
will not miraculously disappear but merely benefit the council's coffers. A tour of 
Tonbridge will find cars parked in most roads without the imposition of a fee, why 
OHR. 
 
A fee for builders again is an indirect tax which will not stop building work but merely 
add costs. 
 
The question of a footpath is valid but again the solution does not address this issue. 
 
The real OHR problem is its use as a rat run. Drivers totally ignore the restricted 
access, 20mph limit and concern for pedestrians, with no monitoring by the 
authorities.  
 
PLEASE BE BOLD AND COME UP WITH REAL SOLUTIONS TO THE OHR AND 
NOT DUCK THE ISSUE ON THE BACK OF 1 COMPLAINT. TRY THINKING OUT 

No 
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OF THE BOX AND NOT SEE THIS AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO RAISE TAXES. 
 
A CHILD WILL BE KILLED ONE DAY IF A SOLUTION IS NOT FOUND. 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I strongly object to this proposal and am very surprised that it has even been made 
on the strength of a single  'comment from a resident'. The idea that 'parking bays 
may deter rat-running by speeding traffic in the mornings' is nonsensical. If this is an 
issue, proper traffic calming measures should be considered, not something that is 
simply an inconvenience to residents and will do nothing to slow passing traffic. 
 
There is no benefit to Foalhurst Close from the proposal. There is not a problem with 
non-residents parking on the street. Introducing 'permit holders only' parking will 
result in inconvenience and unnecessary expense to the residents of this street.  
Both Old Hadlow Road and Foalhurst Close are too far from town, the railway 
station and any schools to attract parking from anyone other than residents, 
residents' visitors or tradespeople engaged by residents.  

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I do not support the proposal for permit parking on Old Hadlow Road, Stair Road, 
and Foalhurst Close. 
 
There is ample parking space on all of these roads, so there is no need for such 
restrictions. 
 
Property development on Old Hadlow Road has resulted in significant numbers of 
vehicles belonging to tradesmen in front of the few properties being developed.  
However, this is not sufficient to warrant permit parking and such restrictions would 
not reduce the number of such vehicles. 
 
Instead of pursuing unnecessary permit parking, the Parking Team should work 
towards introducing double yellow lines at the south west end of Old Hadlow Road 
(from Hadlow Road/Cornwallis Avenue to 2 Old Hadlow Road where the road 
widens).  Parking in this area causes a serious hazard when vehicles are both 
entering and exiting Old Hadlow Road from Hadlow Road/Cornwallis Avenue. 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This is an absolute ludicrous proposal, there is no non-resident parking unless you 

consider builders vans and they are transient (apart from the lower end of Old 
Hadlow Road where they have been working for over two years!). We categorically 
do not want or need this! There must be more important things to spend our council 
tax on than a complaint from a single resident! 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge DD/590/14 
 
Your letter says this is about non-resident parking.  However, the summary online is 
“Would like permit parking bays as the road has no footways and parking bays may 
deter rat-running by speeding traffic in the mornings”.   
 
Non-resident parking is not an issue in this area.  I would like to see any evidence 
that shows it is a problem. 
 
Rat-running remains an issue for a brief period some mornings.  The existing 
“access only” signs are not enforced.  I fully support a thought-out change of road 
design to stop or slow rat-running.  However, I don’t support introducing a £40/year 
parking permit under the guise of stopping non-residents parking, as the right way to 
stop rat running. 
 
In summary, if this is about non-residents parking it is a non-issue in my opinion.  If 
you want to stop rat running then please address it directly. 
 
Regards, [REDACTED] 

No 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I strongly object to proposed plan of permit parking area 

 
Ref DD/590/14 
 
The letter I received today suggests the issue is about 'non resident parking' on Old 
Hadlow Road(OHR) yet on the website we were directed to it suggests the issue is 
the rat run on OHR in the mornings and the one resident comment would like  permit 
parking bays as the road has no footways. 
 
We have been given mixed messages and quite frankly it doesn’t make any sense 
at all.  
 
Where would the parking bays be positioned? How is that going to deter rat run 
traffic? What about the footways, how will lack of them deter rat run traffic? 
 
One solution to deter the rat run would be speed humps on OHR. 
 
Foalhurst Close does not get this traffic and doesn’t need any of the suggested 
permit parking bays-actually, just a thought,  where would the parking bays be 
situated on the Close? 
 
I look forward to hearing your response  
 
Thank you   

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge I would like to object to the proposal to make the area a “permit holders only”  
parking area.  
 
I have never had any issue with non-residents parking in this area. 
 
Reading the comment received on 28/11/2018 by The Borough Council on the 
Parking Action Plan Annex 1 (locations for Phase 12)  it does not mention any issue 
with non-residents parking.  
 
The issue was for safety as the Old Hadlow Road was being used as a rat run by 

No 
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speeding driver in the morning’s. 
 So I do not agree that a parking permit holders only area from 8am-6pm would 
resolve this. 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge We strongly object to this proposal for a number of reasons, which we have detailed 

below. 
 
 
 
Introducing permit parking wouldn't impact on the number of cars on the road as the 
majority of properties in the area have drives and only use the road if there’s not 
enough space. 
 
 
 
If parking permits were to be introduced, it would negatively impact the dynamic of 
the road. There are limited cars parked on the street and any cars that are parked 
act as a traffic calming measure for cars using the road as a cut through. Traffic 
calming has a positive impact on the community. 
 
 
 
We are not located close to a station or park for example, which would lead to 
parking in these locations, it is purely residents and visitors. There isn’t an 
overcrowding issue. 
 
 
 
On Stair Road there are stables, which is a lovely aspect of the road. They are 
visited by only a few cars per day, and this isn’t an inconvenience in any way and we 
would be concerned that by introducing on street parking would impact the 
sustainability of the stables. 
 
 
 
The beauty of this road is that is relatively unspoilt – painting yellow and white lines 
on the road would have a negative impact and detract from the rural feel. The area 
is also appealing due to not having permit parking requirements. Introducing permit 

No 
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parking would impact on house prices and the appeal of the area.  
 
 
 
This proposal would also result in huge inconvenience every time a friend or family 
member pops across as they would need to use a permit which would become 
expensive and stressful. In a time when the world is full of uncertainty, having 
another thing to worry about as part of daily life would have a detrimental affect. 
 
 
 
We would say however that if this proposal was to be taken forward (which we hope 
it’s not) that it would need to be an all or nothing approach with the roads in question 
– if just one road was permit parking, it would simply move cars to an alternative 
parking location. 
 
 
 
We hope that resident opinions are taken on board before any decision is made. 
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Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is no need for such restrictions as the parking is residential and not linked to 

long term parking for employment, so such parking is resifdents and guests. The 
poor state of the road (collapsed drains opp.number 42)does not lend itself to 
parking. It is only used in school term time for a 'rat-run' towards Tonbridge. There is 
only one very narrow pavement so walking on the road is the normal. How will this 
change benefit the residents? 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge There is no need for this scheme as the only all day parking is by residents and their 
guests. No-one parks here for the station. Perhaps sorting out the parking on 
Woodgate Way adjacent to the Volvo garage would be better or the parking on 
Yardley Park Road by the old Bickmore sports ground would pick up such people. 
Further impositions on residents after the ridiculous 20mph scheme are not 
necessary. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge This change appears to serve little or no purpose. The majority of vehicles parking 
are either belong to residents or visiting contractors. The residents would be the only 
people inconvenienced. 

No 

Old Hadlow Road, Tonbridge   No 
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Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 ANNEX 5 Consultation Responses 

 

Proposal Comment Approve? 
Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

It is my view that the introduction of parking permits in the Shakespeare Road area 
to stop local college students parking in this area will potentially shift any 
problematic parking to other roads in the area. 
 
West Kent College has additional parking spaces at the top of the site which are not 
currently being used due to planning permission having been granted for residential 
properties. If College students are causing problems to neighbouring residential 
streets, why has the College been allowed to sell off parking that could have been 
utilised by these students? West Kent College students, and others including 
students at Judd, need to park if they are choosing or have a need to drive to school 
or College and consideration should be given to this when developing the local area. 
I am not in favour of schemes that force residents to pay for permits so that they or 
their visitors can park outside their homes.   

No 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

i support this parking scheme as i live in shakespeare road and very rarely can find 
anywhere to park when i come back to my house. coupled with the fact that there is 
massive disruption with noise from judd school sixth form students who often empty 
the rubbish  contents of their car onto the path.i am aware that many people in my 
road are lucky enough to have their own drive ways so will not be bothered by the 
parking issues but i hope that the council will find in favour for this scheme as any 
visitors i have can never park either. 

Yes 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

  Yes 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

Whilst parking in Burns Crescent is bad, a Residents' Parking Scheme is not the 
answer where residents are required to pay for the privilege of parking outside their 
own houses. We do not have garages or drives and therefore have no choice . The 
problem was exasperated by TMBC some years back by taking away the garages 
from residents which were already there, and building more houses in their place, 
thus doubling the problem. 

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

NO! NO! NO!  We do want a resident parking scheme in Burns Crescent - the 
properties do not have off street parking with no garages (tmbc built on the few we 
had) and no driveways (we have a raised front garden with only access via steps).  
Having a resident parking scheme will not solve this problem as it does not 
guarantee a parking space in the road, and yet we have to pay annually for a 
scheme that will not benefit us.  It does not help that areas that should be used for 
parking at West Kent College were allowed to be built on and not enough student 
parking was insisted on in the new builds at Judd and Hayesbrook schools.  
PLEASE DO NOT GO AHEAD WITH THIS SCHEME 

No 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

I support this proposal if it was to put parking permits in so that the drop off and pick 
up times do not bombard all of the local roads. This is what the problem is. 
Otherwise I don’t see an issue with day time parking so I can’t understand why the 
council would waste money on double yellow lines that will not actually have a 
worthy impact. All that said parents do need to drop their children off and it would 
only cause more traffic on the main road causing further congestion there. Many 
people park along the roads because they cannot park at the school or college. It 
really doesn’t make any odds to me but the build up of cars will happen no matter 
what in the morning and I’d rather it was on a side road rather then a main road. I 
don’t think it causes any issues from where I live, it seems a waste of money in my 
opinion.  

No 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

We are very much in favour of the proposed Parking Restrictions. I have lost count 
of the amount of times our road is used as a public carpark especially by 
communications who park here for 12hrs or more. We have also had several cars 
parked here while their owners go away on holiday for a week or more. We also 
have residents from other roads parking here. So yes very much in favour as long as 
we get parking attendant's checking otherwise people will soon get used to ignoring 
the restrictions if there is no chance of getting a fine 

Yes 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

Yes parking permits are the only way forward in order that residents  
 
Can park.  

Yes 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

We have people parking over our driveway because the parking lines are not clear 
and we are often blocked in! I think permit parking on these roads will stop all the 
commuters and students parking where ever they want without considering those 
that live here. We will then ensure we have visitor permits for when people come to 
visit.  

Yes 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

I need to park my car on the road and do not see why I should have to pay to park 
outside my own home, I pay my council tax and this should cover this. The permit 
should be free to homeowners. 

No 

Shakespeare Road Area, 
Tonbridge 

People should be free to park where they wish, without charge. Students are 
temporary residents and have as much right as I do to park on these roads.  

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Yardley Park Road, Tonbridge The parking bays create a natural traffic calming measure.  We noticed that traffic 

speeds increased approaching and leaving the roundabout when the bays were 
removed from outside our house.  Despite the 20mph limit, I believe the removal of 
the bays will cause more danger than is acceptable.  It has certainly become more 
dangerous entering and exiting our driveway.   
 
Also, as a resident it can be useful for visitors to be able to park on street when they 
visit our house.  I would like to see new restrictions targeted at commuter parking 
such as 1 hour maximum between 1200 and 1400.  
 
If these bays are to be removed I would like to understand which policy TMBC are 
following.  

No 

Yardley Park Road, Tonbridge WITH REGARD TO TRAFFIC FLOW ON YARDLEY PARK ROAD, THE EXISTING 
PARKING ARRANGEMENTS DO NOT CAUSE ANY DELAYS AND TRAFFIC 
MOVES FREELY AROUND CARS PARKED IN THE ALLOCATED SPACES.  
THESE SPACES, WHICH WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE REINSTATED ASAP, ARE 
USEFUL FOR DROP OFFS FOR THE TWO SCHOOLS IN DRY HILL PARK ROAD 
AND FOR THE MANY TRADES AND DELIVERY SERVICES THAT THE PEOPLE 
OF YARDLEY PARK ROAD USE REGULARLY. 

No 

Yardley Park Road, Tonbridge I object on the basis that by removing the parking spaces it will  
 
- encourage speeding on the road - currently due to the cars fast drivers often have 
to slow down to let people pass 
 
- make it difficult for visitors to park anywhere nearby 

No 

Yardley Park Road, Tonbridge   Yes 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade Not enough parking  now. volume of cars per house hold needs existing parking. 

Problem is people who do not live in HurstHill park all day and go to work in other 
cars, especially since Taddington wood "double yellows" came in force A parking 
permit scheme makes much more sense for residents. 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Although a great idea on paper I've never seen it policed, indeed, we've had cars 
park directly opposite our driveway which is already double yellow lines! 
 
Also, some residents do need to park on the road even temporarily. 
 
However, we do agree that some if the corners do need yellow lining but perhaps a 
single line time restricted scheme would be more useful? 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Ridiculous idea. All well and good for those at the top of Hurst Hill but will only lead 
to the residents at the bottom of the hill, numbers 15 to 29 to be inconvenienced and 
struggle with their own parking/access arrangements. The commuter cars that park 
at the entrance to Hurst Hill will then find their way down the bottom here and it will 
quickly become an issue furthermore.  
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade I am opposed to your proposal to introduce double yellow lines in our road. 

There is already a shortage of parking spaces and this will just impact the problem 
further.  If you introduce double yellow lines, where are these cars supposed to 
park?  You have just introduced  double yellow lines along Taddington Wood Lane, 
so we can not park our cars there, so where would the cars park?  My family and 
friends sometimes struggle to find parking spaces when they visit me now, so how 
will that work if you introduce double yellows?  I have an infirm member of family, so 
where is she supposed to park when visiting me as she can't walk that far?   
 
I am also really worried that if you do introduce double yellows, this will negatively 
impact on the value of my property - no one wants to buy a house that their family 
can't come to visit! 
Perhaps before you impose these restrictions, a polite notice to all residents to park 
more conscientiously would be more beneficial rather than going straight in with 
restrictions? 
Alternatively, if you feel that there is an issue with non-residents parking in our road, 
have you thought about restricting the road to residents parking only and issuing 
permits? 
 
regards [REDACTED] 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Letter received 23.10 was addressed to Resident / Occupier and yet all of the 
relevant details are on the electoral roll. This makes it very impersonal and then 
there is the reference to 'comments from residents about obstructive parking on 
Hurst Hill'. The proposal would suggest that there will be a mere sixteen parking 
spaces for over 70 houses to accommodate visitors etc. This will make safe and 
orderly parking even more difficult. 
 
I would suggest that the money and time could be better spent on trimming the trees 
and clearing the public footpaths as access is quite restrictive in places.  

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade We would not agree to having double yellow lines in front of our driveway. (the first 

close on the right) however just having double yellows on the corner to our close 
and on the corners onto Hurst Hill would be accepted as vans have been parking 
their and totally blocking the view across the pedestrian and dog walkway onto Hurst 
Hill when attempting to pull out, this has also prevented the access for the weekly 
refuse collection. Good initial idea, as the implementation of the new double yellow 
lines have stopped all day parking by the main junction onto the main road, however 
this has just moved the same unsafe parked car / van issue to further down the road 
in Hurst Hill and towards Fostington Way. May we suggest the continuation of the 
double yellow lines on Robin Hood Lane to Fostington Way. Or the installation of 
speed bumps by the bends where vehicles are now parking ( limiting costs I 
appreciate are important however) 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade we object to double yellow lines over the front of our driveway. the recently installed 
lines in this area, have removed hazardous parking onto the main Paddington Wood 
Lane, however it has moved the same issue to up the road, towards Fossington 
way. I am trying to upload a video, but the upload button does not work?  
 
we would be ok with short double yellows around the corners of the close, as 
recently vans have been parking and blocking the view onto hurst hill and limiting 
access for the refuse weekly collection.  

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade We agree that some areas where people park do obstruct view of drivers  Yes 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade The  provision of double yellow lines in Taddington  Wood Lane has made it so 

much safer when driving out  of Hurst Hill but since then there has been  a marked 
increase in the number of cars/vans parked there during the day. Some are parked 
very close to the small turnings in Hurst Hill making it very difficult for other vehicles 
to safely  exit. 

Yes 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Changes will make parking on my driveway difficult, dangerous and virtually 
impossible due to blind spot as cars will be parked directly opposite and due the 
hedging. 

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade The proposal of double yellow lines on all corners would be an improvement as 

large vehicles eg. refuse collection, delivery vans etc. struggle with turning space 
and damage kerbs and trees . 
 
As for the rest of the double yellow lines on the proposed plan, I feel this would 
hinder the residents. Maybe a single yellow line with restrictions between 11am - 
noon (as in Upper Robin Hood Lane) would be more suitable. 
 
However as more residents are working from home I feel we should not making 
parking more difficult. 
 
It appears that commuters & car sharing are using the road to park all day, as you 
double yellow lined Taddington Wood Lane and therefor just moved the problem to 
the side roads. 
 
Depends if this is a money making exercise or if you are looking at this to solve a 
problem. 
 
The commuter car park off Lord Lees Grove is virtually empty, if this was free of 
charge why would anyone park in the side streets. 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Residents need somewhere for their visitors to park & by adding more double yellow 
lines just moves the problem from one area to another. I have lived here for 17 years 
& never known an emergency vehicle not to get through. 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Yes, I support the plans proposed for Hurst Hill. Yes 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade Double yellow lines are a bit extreme.  Yes we need to stop commuters parking 

dangerously and prevent blocking of road but surely there are other means.  Yellow 
lines will prevent family from visiting.  Can you not have timed restrictions?  The 
number of spaces available would be minimal at busy times of year i.e. Xmas, New 
Year etc.  I would support if there was an alternative option available. 

No 
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Proposal Comment Approve? 
Hurst Hill, Walderslade Parking in passing bays is blocking sight lines for residents emerging from drives, 

and for drivers turning at junctions within the Hurst Hill complex leading to frequent 
near-collisions, and obviously prevents their main purpose, with residents often 
being forced to reverse long distances to allow traffic to pass. Delivery lorries find 
access diffuicult and are on occassion forced to encroach on gardens to make turns, 
with resulting damage. Some of the parking problem arises from residents running 
vehicle businesses from home and permanently occupying certain bays as "theirs". 
Pedestrians are put at increased risk again through reduced visibility: children tend 
to play in the cul de sac areas and where footpaths from the woodland emerge onto 
the road. 

Yes 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Please see attached word document and pdf diagram objecting to the proposal and 
suggesting improvements - while I agree that something needs to be done, the 
current proposals will make things much worse for some residents 

No 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade In favour of the plan but still think that you need more parking places for visitors. 
 
Also the 2 places in front of my drive will always be used which means I will have to 
reverse out of my drive without visibility as I have 2 huge edges that block the view.  

Yes 

Hurst Hill, Walderslade Fantastic idea, we have been increasingly frustrated by poor parking when most 
residents have adequate off road parking areas. The only concern I have is that 50% 
of the available parking will be either side of my driveway. I already struggle on a 
daily basis to get my car in my driveway due to inconsiderate parking both opposite 
and next to my entrance. 
 
I would appreciate if yellow lines over the driveway at #60 could be extended 
sufficiently either side to give me room to turn out of my driveway. 

Yes 
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From: Neil Harris
To: Andy Bracey
Cc: Andy Edwards
Subject: RE: TMBC"s Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 - locations for Parish Council comment
Date: 25 November 2020 16:23:57
Attachments: image004.png

image008.png

Hello Andy
 
The council has now had an opportunity to consider the proposal for Hurst hill following the clarification given in your e mail of 3
November.  The Council would object to the proposal as it believes that the better option to putting down yellow lines is to seek to widen
the road where it is possible to enable the necessary emergency vehicle access..
 
Best wishes
 
Neil
 
Neil Harris
Clerk
Aylesford Parish Council
01622 717084
neil@aylesfordparishcouncil.org.uk
 

From: Andy Bracey <Andy.Bracey@tmbc.gov.uk> 
Sent: 03 November 2020 09:54
To: Neil Harris <Neil@aylesfordparishcouncil.org.uk>
Cc: Andy Edwards <Andy.Edwards@tmbc.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: TMBC's Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 - locations for Parish Council comment
 
Neil
 
We had received reports of obstructive parking from residents and concern about emergency vehicle access, hence we
proposed restrictions in the areas where parking could present a problem.
 
 
 
Andy Bracey FIHE
Parking Manager
Street Scene, Leisure & Technical Services
Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council
 
Coronavirus: Latest updates and advice for residents and businesses
Pay bills, report an issue or make an application online
 

       
 

 
 
 
From: Neil Harris <Neil@aylesfordparishcouncil.org.uk> 
Sent: 02 November 2020 17:16
To: Andy Bracey <Andy.Bracey@tmbc.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: TMBC's Parking Action Plan - Phase 12 - locations for Parish Council comment
 
Hello Andy
 
A member of the public, who is a resident of Hurst Hill, raised concerns regarding the proposal for yellow lines on this road and asking for
the Council’s support.  The Council felt that TMBC must have a reason for proposing such restrictions.  Therefore the Council would
appreciate if you could let me have the reasons for this proposal so that they can come to a reasoned response.
 
Many thanks
 
Neil  
 
Neil Harris
Clerk
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